POSITIVE INCIDENCE

NO: 12 18th April 2014

A monthly Newsletter to club members of the Strathalbyn Model Aircraft Club
From Paul Mitchell : President

This will hopefully be the last Newsletter that we send out via email. Nick Parson is away in the UK
for a short time and on his return has promised to have it up and running. Once it is fully operational, I will
upload the monthly Positive Incidence to the Newsletter section, where you will be able to flick through the
previous issues as well.
The Royal Flying Doctor Service Air Show will be done and dusted before the next PI issue, so I’ll
take this opportunity to thank all concerned for their support and assistance in getting things ready at the
field, and for their help on the day. Without you guys and your enthusiasm the whole thing would not have
been possible.

NEW MEMBERS
John Muckult from the Noarlunga club has joined us as an associate member.
John won the John Watters Memorial Scale Fun Fly last year with a very attractive Cessna.
Welcome John……happy flying with SMAC.
FIELD DEVELOPMENTS
The working bee to fix the front gate (in preparation for the council entry track widening) took a lot less
time than we thought.
Ian Jettner the farmer turned up during the proceedings and suggested that we not worry about putting in a
new post at the end of the fence…just leave the fence turned back on itself for the time being. This was
agreed to very quickly by all present, and after Bob gave the grass on the road verge a mow to show the
council where we suggest it be cleared and surfaced, we were done!
Gees…why can’t all working bees be that easy!

The very next week the council came good with their promise, and widened and resurfaced our access track
and re-shaped the entry to accommodate the two way traffic….it looks like the entry to the Taj Mahal now!
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Thanks to all those who helped, and to club member Colin Shakleford for his assistance with…‘matters
council’.
INDOOR FLYING
Here are two photos I took at last month’s indoor session at Cornerstone College.

I took plenty more….but most didn’t have the correct
‘exposure’…..how about that for fancy “camera talk”….

Above: Depron foamie lightweight model that was
simply unbelievably aerobatic in the hands of a
very experienced flyer…whose name just escapes
me…not a club member.
Above is Stokie’s T28 …flies as steady as a rock – the tricycle undercart just seems to work so well indoors.
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RFDS DISPLAY DAY (actually it’s an AIR SHOW) - 25th May 2014
There has been a change to the management of the committee running the RFDS Air Show.
For managerial reasons, I have stepped down from the position of Display Director and handed over to
MASA. They will be organising the flying schedule and pilot briefing etc, and I will be coordinating the
SMAC field preparations and ‘ground staff’ on the day.

So at the April meeting I’ll be asking for members available to help get the field ready and assist with
parking etc on the day.
If you cannot make it to the April meeting, but will be available to help, please get in touch with me on
83898181 or ppmitchell@skymesh.com.au
There is to be a pilot familiarization and sign-off day on the 17th May (the Saturday of the weekend before)
and I’d ask club members who can make it to come along and help get the field ready – I know some of you
work on Saturdays, not a problem. MASA is paying for a ‘club catering team’ meal for all attendees, which
includes SMAC members helping with the field preparations. If any of you can help Graham and Jenny out
with a salad that would be a real help – give them a ring if you can assist.
We’ll get the general tidying up done on the 17th…leaving only the 24th (the day before the show) for
putting the temporary bunting fences in place, erecting the marquee, car parking arrangements and other last
minute things. Some guys have suggested they may camp overnight at the field to keep an eye on things.
I’ve got a good supply of posters for members to put around their local shops and notice-boards. I’ll
be bringing them to the next meeting for those who can distribute them in their local areas.
If everything goes according to plan…the 25th should be a really good day….one that will bring a lot
of people to our field and should raise the image of model aircraft in the eye of the general public….oh yeah,
and raise funds for the RFDS.
MEMBERS’ PROJECTS ……send me your photos and a few lines…I’ll do the rest!
Brian Lockett has been busy building an intriguing looking
model for the Electric Model Association meeting in the
Riverland over the Easter weekend.
I’m writing this before I get the results of the meeting, but if
the way it flew at the field recently was any indication; he
should be a winner in the scale event.
The model was very stable and looked incredible in the
air….an ambitious and beautifully executed project that well
illustrates Brian’s extensive skills.
He uses the knick-name “Can Opener” ……because the real
aircraft was called the Canover.
Brian gave me the flowing details about the aircraft and some
photos of the build…zoom in on the details!
He tells us….
”The full size aircraft was designed by Mr. P Canover in the 1930’s and it may have been built only
and not flown.
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My model has been blown up 20% from a plan by Laddie Mikulasko and is powered by an Eflite Power 10
outrunner motor on 3s 2200mah LiPo turning an 11x7 prop. Construction is balsa with silk covering and
painted with automotive acrylic”.
Left : Model was built in a jig…complex shapes
held in place while glue sets and other members are
added.
Jigs may seem like extra work, but make for aircraft
that fly straight and true - worth the effort.

Above : lightening holes and sheeted ‘D’ box LE.

Above : Control pushrods – 2 each side.

Above : Silk covering…done very well.

Above : Aileron hinge detail.

Left : The dummy engine is a Williams Brothers
plastic unit that has been carefully modified to fit
the Eflight Power 10 out-runner motor……...talk
about a perfect fit!
You can almost see the exhausts popping smoke.
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Above : the finished model ready for flight.

Above : Two flight shots showing the unusual plan-form of the aircraft….she flew like she was on rails…!
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And finally, a shot of the Canover model on landing approach…….terrific job Brian…..keep ‘em coming.

Tell us how you went at the next April meeting Brian.

Nick Braithwaite’s Yak 18 is in stasis while his ‘wing is in a sling’.
He tells us he is champing at the bit to get going on it again…..so no photo this month.

Darren Garratt’s Bf 109
This was another of John Watters models, which Darren is rebuilding after a slight ‘meeting with the
ground’ last year.
He has decided to re-engine
her with a 38cc gasser 4
stroke.
He is also dabbling into the
dark art of fiberglass
molding to make some
easily replaceable underwing radiator scoops that
didn’t like the wheels-up
landing!
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My Gloster Gamecock
I have finished the instrument panel and had a bit of fun
with the map case…that’s a map of Strathalbyn in there!
No, the compass does not work…..but the switches
do……yeah sure!

The monocoque rear fuselage is being built on a ‘beam’ jig, temporarily screwed to the underside of the
front fuselage box structure. I have fixed sheet metal angles to the jig to hold the rear tail-cone box and the
two laminated balsa formers in place while I add the stringers…all 25 of them! The jig will be removed just
before the last few lower stringers are finally added.

Above: The fuselage jig in place – starting to look a bit like a Gamecock at last – the 150mm wheels are on
their way – the rudder post is built into the rear box.
Before the stringers are attached I’ll add the side ‘cheeks’ that blend the fuselage from the oval rear shape to
behind the circular engine cowl …oh yeah, and add the balsa streamlining to the cabane strutting …while I
can still get at them all….fiddly!
The beauty of using a jig is that it keeps everything in line while the stringers are added…without needing a
permanent structure inside the rear fuselage…
….the stringers are the structure...
….saves weight!
…the final doped silk covering completes the monocoque and gives the structure it’s torsional rigidity.
The rear fuselage will be covered in Bemsilk (from Spotlight) and doped silver, while the section from the
rear of the cockpit forward will be covered in polished litho plate. When adding litho panels you have to
start at the rear and work your way forward so the panel overlaps face backwards. I make cardboard
templates first and transfer them to the litho after they check out. I fix them in place with contact cement to
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the frame and CA at the edges. I once built a complete 60 inch Midget Mustang in this way…..worked a
treat….looked terrific.
I’m trying something new (for me anyway) with the tail-plane, and making it ground-adjustable The leading
edge of the tail-plane will be raised or lowered a degree or two by adjusting nylon bolts through holes
underneath. To achieve this, without a lot of weight, I’m keeping things back there very simple and light,
using carbon fiber telescopic tubes (retrieved from the field bin after someone discarded a foamy…I knew
they would come in handy someday!) and as little structure as I can get away with. The tail-group bracing
will be functional.
Luckily the tail is relatively short…….but then, so is the nose moment!

PHOTO CAPTION COMPETITION
Here’s last month’s photo….my Skybolt hiding her head in the sand!.
I received this fine entry from someone who thought that it would make a good advert photo for a new
brand of Gyro that would help in spot landing competitions…!!
SPOT LANDINGS…..?
For instant results use the “SMAC Gyro”.
Available in packs of TEN from your favourite
stockist.
(Single use only……)
Happy Landings

This month’s photo was taken by Mauro with my camera…showing my PB2 Old Timer in close proximity
with a friendly kite…..
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Now come on you guys….there just has to be numerous captions to go with this one…..but keep’em clean!
I’ll even add one for the fun of it…..

“Hey….You go left and I’ll go right……er……no, wait a bit……er.”
‘CAUGHT IN THE ACT’ …….of flying at the field

Club member Adrian and Matty from the Boardertown Flyers discussing Adrian’s latest acquisition.

Phil Burt had John Watters’ Fokker D7 at the field recently.
Gotta be one of the most photogenic aircraft ever.
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Left: Matt Flaherty gets his Radian ready for a
flight….while Phil looks on.

Right:
Sean and Matt starting the Taylorcraft.
Good to see a replacement flying again.
Colourfull plane – flown well.

Above: Matt and his brand new Pulse 60, which I test flew last Sunday – an absolute dream aircraft – safe
and steady, but with enough maneuverability to keep things interesting – he’ll have a ball with this model.
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Motor is an OS 15cc gasser - ran really sweet – model needed only about half the available power.
Light wing loading – long span wing with no taper – good long moment arms – way to go for fun flying.

What’s better than a big colourful aircraft?………two big colourful aircraft !
Adrian and Jeremy have had twins – Impressive models.

Left:
The Gilmore Red Lion
caught just after take off by
Mauro – Darren flying.
“Look Ma…no pants!”
Tricky model to fly….needs
to be handled with kid
gloves ….. if the engine
stops…be prepared for a
fast landing.

Right:
When is a helicopter not a helicopter….?
Answer….When it’s a gyrocopter

Darren’s whirlybird doing it’s thing.
The pre-flight spin-up rotor blades made
take-off a breeze – a brilliant piece of
engineering….I need one!
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Above: Mauro’s lovely Cessna 152 ….what a great looking model….that flies so well.
Check out the wonky nose wheel….can’t decide which way to go!!

Nick’s distinctive Me 110 in typical flight pose…..doing a low-level beat-up of the field.
He flies it soooo smoothly……it’s almost as if it had a gyro ;-)
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And finally some evocative shots I took of Darren’s Hurricane recently……….they need no words…

MARCH GENERAL MEETING
The next meeting will be held as usual at the Great Eastern Hotel in Littlehampton. on the 29th April.
Get there at 6.00 for a meal…we start the meeting at 7.00.
Graham Willis will have the hats and polo shirts on hand…so bring your dosh with you.
I am guest speaker this month.
I’m bringing along the projector that John Fennell kindly donated to the club, and will be giving a short talk
about by father’s modeling career from the mid 1930s till the late 1970s, showing photos of his models from
the scrapbook my sister prepared after his death.
I’ll also bring along a CD with photos of club member’s models that I have taken recently at the field.
See you there.
Cheers
Paul
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